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students determine which pronoun in each sentence is superfluous. This spreadsheet is themed around a fictional police force and dastardly cat burglar to make it more engaging for students. Find this preposition worksheet and others on this page: prepositions worksheets, tests, and lessons. Prepositions for location in Spanish, LAS PREPOSICIONES DE LUGAR, are words like
Sobre (on) and Debajo (below) that are commonly used to indicate the location of one object relative to another. In this lesson you will find a list of prepositions of place in Spanish, and more importantly, how to use them with the verb ESTAR to create meaningful sentences. Let's start ... Vocabulary introduction: A list of prepositions of space in Spanish Performances is very
important and often has many uses in the language. One of the common uses when learning Spanish is to use prepositions for place to say where classroom objects are located as in El escritorio está frente a la pizarra (the desk is in front of the board). In addition, Spanish prepositions of place can also be used for other purposes such as giving directions as in the sentence El
banco está junto al hospital (The bank is located next to the hospital). In these two sentences, both words FRENTE A and JUNTO A are prepositions. Before you get to the next section, you can take a few minutes to watch this interesting video all prepositions of place in the language using a raccoon and a box as examples, in addition to other objects. Sometimes these words can
be used without adding an object, such as Está encima, but the best way is to use them together with the preposition DE plus another object as reference, such as Está encima de la caja. The following image shows some objects and a list of prepositions of place in Spanish that we could use specify an object location, such as: El pingüino pequeño está junto al pingüino grande .
Las preposiciones de lugarAsking about placement in Spanish - ¿Dónde está...? First, to ask about location in Spanish, we need the irregular verb ESTAR in its form ESTÁ for a single object as in ¿Dónde está el carro? and ESTÁN for more as in ¿Dónde están los carros?. Note that you need to use the correct specific article before the noun, which in this case is CARRO.
Basically, questions asking for the location of objects in Spanish will follow the structure:¿Dónde + está/están + article + object(s)? Listen to two examples below using this structure:¿Dónde está el libro? – El libro está dentro de la caja. Where's the book? – The book is inside the box¿Dónde están los libros? – Los libros están dentro de la cajaWhere are the books? – The books
are inside the Use ESTAR with prepositions of space in sentencesESTAR plays a key role when creating sentences with prepositions of space in Spanish. You will notice that we use the specific articles EL, LA, LOS, LAS and the indeterminate articles FN and UNA before the name of things, such as: EL HOSPITAL (hospital) and UNA CAJA (a box). You can use ESTAR with
prepositions of place after this structure:Article + object + estar (to be) + prepositions of place + article + article La regla está dentro de la caja / El gato está en el jarrónAs mentioned above, Some prepositions of space in Spanish are represented by two or three words, for example: ENCIMA + DE (encima de), EN + MEDIO + DE (a medio de) and so on. If we omit part of the
expression, we can change the meaning of what we want to say. Interestingly, the word DE will change to DEL when used before a masculine noun like HOTEL. This means that we have to say del hotel not de el hotel, join DE plus EL in the word DEL. The same rule applies to prepositions A + EL, which you can use in Junto a el perro (error), but here we replace A EL for AL as in
Junto al perro. Know that some prepositions are interchangeable and may mean the same depending on the context of FRENTE A and ENFRENTE DE. Here is the last group of examples using a list of prepositions of place in Spanish in real sentences. EN- Los libros están en la canastaBooks are in basketDENTRO DE - El gato está dentro de la casaThecat is inside the
houseJUNTO A - Los libros están junto a la computadoraBooks are located next to computerSOBRE / ENCIMA DE – El libro está sobre/encima de la cajaDEBAJO DE – El juguete está debajo de la sillaThe toy is under the chairAFUERA DE/FUERA DE – Las cartas están fuera de la papelera. The letters are outside the trash canFRENTE A/ EN FRENTE DE – El restaurante está
frente al del hotelIt is a restaurant in front of the hotelDETRÁS DE – Ella está detrás del chico altoShe is behind the high guyARRIBA DE – La pintura está arriba del libreroThe painting is above the bookshelfExtra practice:Take a look at the pictures below and then do some research on the names of these objects. After that, test yourself and see if you can actually use Spanish
prepositions of place in new situations. Compare your sentences with the examples in the lesson, and if possible, leave a comment below with your favorite phrase. Practicando las preposiciones de lugarRelated Spanish Worksheets: 1. Lesson Plan - Verb ESTAR in present Indicative to Express Location – Prepositions of places [MEMBERS]: Students learn to conjugate the verb
'estar' in the present indicative using a song video. Then they play a game that introduces the names of continents and countries, using real maps. Finally, they learn location positions, and use them to inform other students about the location of countries on a map. 2. Lesson Plan—Prepositions of Places: With this lesson plan, students want to know how to say where things use
location positions. They also use singular and plural forms with questions and statements. 3. Lesson - How to teach Spanish prepositions with cartoons: Provides ideas on how to teach Spanish prepositions with cartoons. In this way, students will enjoy and pay more attention to the lesson. The lesson plan suggests some practice activities with comics on this subject. 4. Video –
Expressions of location with Verb ESTAR [MEMBERS] – This video follow-up shows expressions that can be used with estar to express location in Spanish. It includes a video print, a PowerPoint version of the same video, an exercise presentation, and a handout. 5. Video - Prepositions of places: A basic Spanish lesson video about prepositions of place. It has prepositions in
Spanish with English translations, including such as sentences and a practice. You can use this as an exercise video by setting and getting students to repeat the sentences. 6. Presentation - Prepositions of Places: This presentation shows students how to use prepositions of place in Spanish with examples. Use this as a supplement to your lesson. 7. Presentation - Spanish
Prepositions, Town &amp; City Giving Directions: A 21-slide PowerPoint presentation contains 11 prepositions of locations and provides examples of how to use them in sentences. There are also questions for students to practice their vocabulary. 8. Printable – ¿Cómo es tu dormitorio?: In this activity, students must describe a room using prepositions. Use this as homework or
extra credit activity. 9. Song activity – ¿Dónde esá mi tarea?: Prepositions of places: This is a song activity to help students practice location positions in Students must listen to the rock song and look at the handout to complete the activity. 10. Handout – Position prepositions: This handout contains and illustrates the prepositions of placement in Spanish to be used with the verb
estar. 11. Worksheet - Position Prepositions: This English-Spanish handout and worksheet explains Spanish prepositions for placement in the context of furniture placement. It includes a game of Achi for grammar practice. 12. Cloze Activity – Spanish Song Qué tengo que ofrecerte by Radia [MEMBERS]: This activity contains three cloze versions that focus on prepositions and
prepositional locutions, full lyrics, short artist bio, link to youtube video and answer key. PreK, K, first, second, third, fourth, fifth, fifth, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 11th, 12thPage 2 Me llamo ______________________La fecha ______________________A. Conjugate verb estar. Estar = ___________________B. Prepositions. Write each preposition in English.1.
_______________2. ___________3. ______4. ____5. _________6. _____________7. _________8. _________9. ____10. ________________________C. Use the conjugated verb estar + preposition in Spanish and tell where each item is 1. The salt is located next to pepper.___________________________________________________________________ Me llamo
______________________La fecha ______________________A. Conjugate the verb estar. Estar = ___________________B. Prepositions. Write each preposition in English.1. _______________2. ___________3. ______4. ____5. _________6. _____________7. _________8. _________9. ____10. ________________________C. Use the conjugated verb estar + preposition
in Spanish and tell where each item is 1. The salt is located next to pepper.___________________________________________________________________ 2. The plate is in front of the me.___________________________________________________________________3. The cloth is on top of
table.___________________________________________________________________4. The fork is to the left of the plate.___________________________________________________________________5. The knife is to the right of the fork.___________________________________________________________________6. The napkin is under the fork and
spoon.___________________________________________________________________7. The sugar is next to the coffee cup.___________________________________________________________________8. The dog is under table.___________________________________________________________________9. My brother is facing The spoon is inside (a dentro de)
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